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BE INSPIREDBE INSPIRED
HOW ONE MOM CHANGED

HER LIFE...  AND OURS!

Theri Rossouw
Founder / Director

Kiddy-Calm was created by Theri Rossouw - a mother who

had a desperate need to find a solution to her daughter’s

attention deficit, uncontrollable behaviour and

hyperactive tendencies.

Having put her daughter through remedial lessons,

psychiatric evaluations, edication and various differentm

diets, Theri still eeded to find something that wouldn

actually work without stressing her daughter out even

more... Something that was “invisible” to her daughter

but yet had very visible results!

It was suggested to Theri that she bath her daughter in

Epsom Salt, as studies have shown that bathing in

Magnesium Sulphate seems to benefit children with ADHD

and Autism. When Theri bathed her daughter in the salts

the results were phenomenal and things very quickly

started to improve with Jessey. Until one day, Jessey

realized that the salts going into her bath were actually a

“medicinal bath” and she refused point blank to bath

again...!

Things in the house to nbearable. So Therireturned u

decided to find a way to disguise the “peas and carrots” -

and she managed to turn the salts into a brightly coloured,

fun and fragranced BUBBLE BATH!

Little did she know that within a few onths her home-m

based recipe would become a sought after product, that

she would move her production from her kitchen at home

into a commercial factory unit, nd that Kiddy-Calm woulda

end up patent protected, trademarked and ltimately beu

awarded Winner of both andMost Innovative Most Green

products in 2013.

Theri’s many and varied early life experiences became the

basis for her positive attitude, and taught her the skills that

would stand her in such a good stead: NEVER GIVEUP,

ALWAYS DREAM, PERSEVERE and you WILL achieve. With

that in mind, Theri turned dreams into reality!

The year 2012 was given the title of , andJourney to Success

culminated in the incredibly exciting Therihonour of

winning the ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR AWARD 2012

(by the NSBC ).

The business has documented its phenomenal success

throughout the past years through media9 expo’s and

such as FaceBook, moms’ forums and public and

corporate workshops.

From early days, Theri realized that this product is so

unique and that selling it through independent agents

would not only sell far better than on a shelf but that she

t o o c o u l d h e l p “ d e s p e r a t e ” m o m s , s t a y -

at home moms and others to have a small business of-

their own.

For more information about these amazing products or to

invite Theri to host a work shop motivation talk,or al

please contact head office or visit our website and face

book page.

JOIN OUR TEAM

and start earning

TODAY
No boundaries - No Targets - No Enrollment Fee’s
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Therific Naturals manufactures a Magnesium Sulphate Bubble Bath Salt that has a long list of benefits.

In children the first sign you see the salt working is that sleeping pa( erns improve, normally within

3 – 5 days.  Following that, within around 5 – 10 days, you see a drama%c reduc%on in hyperac%vity

and with daily use; teachers no%ce an improvement in memory and concentra%on a,er a month

or so of using the salts.

In adults, it's a natural muscle relaxant and an%-inflammatory, reduces headaches and migraines and

also benefits you if you suffer from stress or insomnia.

Magnesium Sulphate is recommended in pregnancy with a long list of benefits such as; reduces the

risk of pre-eclampsia or pre-term labour, helps mom with the absorp%on of calcium which is

something you become deficient in during pregnancy, helps baby with brain development and then,

because it's a natural muscle relaxant and an%-inflammatory it helps to alleviate the ache and pains

associated with Braxton Hicks and contrac%ons.

We use naturals ingredients that won't irritate the skin or cause infec%on and because the salt is

classed as a natural an%-sep%c and disinfectant, it works really well on skin prone to eczema.

Because the salt is absorbed through the skin, you can't over dose on it as your body will only absorb

as much as it needs – provided you put enough salt in the bath.

PRODUCT PITCH
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MAGNESIUM SULPHATE - EXPLAINED

Understanding what the product is, the benefits of the salt and how and why they work,

is vital to making a success of your small business. Please take the #me to read through

the below info.

The best way to explain the benefits of Magnesium Sulphate and how the “salts” work is to break it up into

various components: Magnesium  -  Sulphate  -  Children  -  Adults  -  Pregnant Women  -  Medical Related  -  Sports

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

M u s c l e r e l a x a n t

An%-inflammatory

Vital mineral in body

Absorbs Ca lc ium

Absorbs Omega ’s

S%mulates Serotonin

Muscle Maintenance

An%-Sep%c

Rids body of ar%ficial

addi%ves found in foods,

medicines, alcoholic drinks

and cigarretes, such as

preserva%ves, flavouring,

caffeine and nico%ne.

MAGNESIUM

SULPHATE

SULPHATE

Once you can understand the basics of each component and in each category, it’s easy to then understand the

bigger picture.  When it comes to answering ques%ons that you have not hear before, it simply comes down to

slo& ng it into the relevant category and from there answer the ques%on.

Our bodies, in their natural state require Sulphate to break down any ar%ficial or contaminated things.

Most “modern day” foods we eat are so intoxicated with flavourings, colourants and preserva%ves

and these tend to cause a toxic build up in our bodies.

Because naturally, our bodies only have a small quan%ty of Sulphate available for the break down of

these toxins we end up with what is termed the “bo( le-neck” effect. Insufficient Sulphate means

that our bodies can not break down these toxins and as such in children this is what causes them to be

hyperac%ve, restless, have poor concentra%on and memory and poor sleep pa( erns (symptoms

casso iated with ADHD)

By increasing the Sulphate levels, we are able to break down more of the toxic build up and as such

reduce the hyperac%vity. With this, sleep pa( erns are improved, concentra%on and memory are

increased and children tend to become more tolerable and sociable.

In Adults: Adults are also prone to the toxic build up of all the addi%ves in foods and the benefits are

the same as in children. Be( er sleep pa( erns and be( er concentra%on and memory. Adults that tend

to smoke and drink or even do drugs are able to detox 2/3’s faster if their Sulphate levels are high.

In Children: Hyperac%vity is reduced, concentra%on is improved and memory increases. Sleep pa( erns

lengthen and are seen to be more of a deep sleep with less restlessness.

In Pregnancy: For moms that have had an epidural or spinal anaesthe%c and then choose to breas+eed,

we want to eliminate the quan%ty of mother to baby transmission of the anaesthe%c that is in the mom.

Bathing in the salts will help rid the body of the anaesthe%c 2/3’s faster and as such reduce the quan%ty

of anaesthe%c that is passed on to the baby. The same applies to post-natal treatment of pain using

various forms of pain killers.
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MAGNESIUM

A: Magnesium is a Natural Muscle Relaxant that has been used for Centuries for the treatments of injuries to uscle.m

In Adults: Now days, adults tend to suffer from stress, muscle spasms, headaches and migraines, in most cases these are

worsened by our poor “modern diets” which result in a Magnesium deficiency. Increasing the Magnesium levels will

almost instantly alleviate muscle tension and with maintained levels will reduce the risk of headaches and migraines.

In Children: Due to our poor “modern diets” children are also found to be deficient in Magnesium, this can result in them

also being subjected to sore %red muscles and headaches which can cause them to be restless in their sleep as well as

irritable due to not being able to express their discomfort from a headache etc.

In Pregnancy: Muscles around the pelvis and stomach tend to relax and stretch which can cause both muscle and join

pain. Increased Magnesium helps to alleviate this pain as well as pain of Braxton hicks and contrac%ons. Leg cramps

which are also common in pregnancy can also be alleviated by increasing Magnesium levels.

B: Magnesium is a Natural An#-Inflammatory that has been used for centuries as a treatment of injuries causing

inflamma#on and infec#ons.

In Adults: With more adults these days trying to keep fit and young, they are more prone to sports injuries. Inflamma%on

can be easily treated with increased Magnesium levels and the risk of injury can be reduced by maintained Magnesium

levels. Arthri%s and join injuries can also be greatly benefited by increasing the Magnesium levels especially when

applied directly to the problema%c areas such as hands and knees.

In Children: General bang-ups on the school play ground, sports injuries and bruising can be alleviated by increased

Magnesium levels both prior to, during and a,er the injury.

In Pregnancy: Most pregnant women in their last trimester tend to suffer from puffy feet and legs due to water

reten%on. Ensuring that Magnesium levels are maintained will assist in reducing the puffiness and the aches and pains

that are associated with it. Post Caesar and natural delivery the stomach and pelvic area may tend to be slightly inflamed

for a few days while the bodies tries to repair itself. Bathing in Magnesium Sulphate helps to reduce the inflamma%on

and can assist in speeding up recovery.

C: Magnesium is a vital mineral our bodies require for the cataly#c ac#on of over 300 enzymes in our body.

In Adults: The older we get the harder it is for our body to absorb certain minerals and elements such as calcium. By

ensuring that we have sufficient Magnesium to assist with the enzyme func%ons we are then ensuring that we obtain

sufficient levels of the various nutrients our bodies require.

In Children: Many children that are diagnosed ADHD / Au%s%c have been shown to have poor diges%ve systems which

reduces the absorp%on of many vital elements they require for proper brain and body func%on. Increased Magnesium

assists with enzyme func%on allowing their bodies to be( er process the good foods they eat.

In Pregnancy: Ensuring that the enzymes can func%on properly will ensure that baby can obtain all the nutri%on it

requires for healthy growth.
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D: Magnesium is required by the body for the absorp#on of Calcium.

In Adults: The older we get the more we require Calcium for the preven%on of Osteoporosis. Our bones start to take

strain when the calcium levels start to deplete. Ensuring sufficient levels of Magnesium from early days will ensure

adequate absorp%on of Calcium which will reduce the risk or severity of Osteoporosis in old age.

In Children: Everyone knows that Calcium is required to ensure strong, healthy bones and teeth.

In Pregnancy: During pregnancy our calcium levels are depleted due to the requirements of the baby and its bone

development. Ensuring that we obtain sufficient Magnesium levels during pregnancy will ensure that both baby and

mom are receiving healthy levels of Calcium. As women get older, the effects of poor calcium levels during pregnancy

are more visible with the onset of Osteoporosis.

E: Magnesium is vital for the absorp#on of Omegas – the food our brains need to func#on properly.

In Adults: Although adults tend to believe they “know” everything and that wisdom comes with age, sadly it is a fact

that, the older we get, the more we suffer from memory loss and brain func%on. Ensuring that we maintain good

Magnesium levels through out our lives will ensure that we have healthy brain func%on and memory for longer.

In Children: The first sign of ADD / ADHD by the teacher, results in the instruc%on to the parent to put their kids onto

“Brain foods” such as Omega tablets. This is all good and well and a definite must in our day and age of poor diets,

however, our bodies require Magnesium in order to absorb sufficient levels of Omega’s.

In Pregnancy: Increased Magnesium levels ensure increased absorp%on of Omegas which all goes straight to baby’s

brain development.

F: Magnesium is one of the vital elements in our body that is required for the s#mula#on of Serotonin which is be' er

known as the “happy hormone”.

In Adults: Aggression, Depression and stress are all brought on by the poor s%mula%on of Serotonin. If we are able to

increase our Magnesium levels, then the produc%on Serotonin is increased and as such adults should experience less

depression and aggressive behavior.

In Children: So many kids these days are found to be overly aggressive, suffer from depression and generally more prone

to tantrums and poor behaviour. This can very safely be blamed due to poor diet which results in poor absorp%on of

Magnesium which reduces the produc%on of Serotonin. Increasing Magnesium s%mulates Serotonin which in turn

equals happy children.

In Pregnancy: Everyone knows that pregnant women go through ups and downs of all sorts of hormones causing

depression at %mes. By ensuring maintained levels of Magnesium we can ensure that adequate levels of Serotonin are

produced and as such during the “bad” %mes, depression should be reduces or more manageable.

con#nued...
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G: Muscle spasm and general aches and pains or even Fibromyalgia are a result of insufficient mineral and salt intake

such as Magnesium.

In Adults: General muscle cramps, gout and restless leg are a result of insufficient salt stores in the body. Well

maintained Magnesium levels will reduce crystal build up in the muscle and if these symptoms are experienced, results

are almost instant a,er having a bath in Magnesium Sulphate where the body can absorb the salt transdermally.

In Children: Some children may experience growing pains at certain %mes of their growth spurts, maintained and

increased Magnesium levels can assist in allevia%ng these aches.

In Pregnancy: Many pregnant women tend to suffer from leg cramps and early contrac%ons. Maintaining good levels of

Magnesium will reduce the aches and the pains. It is so effec%ve at reducing pain that it is recommended that if %me

allows during labour, that you take a warm bath with Magnesium Sulphate as this will help alleviate the pain of the

contrac%on.

H: Magnesium Sulphate as a combined structure is known to act as a natural an#sep#c and disinfectant

In Adults: We are exposed to so many different elements on a daily basis that can cause contamina%on and infec%on. A

daily bath in the salts can assist in a general all-over body sanita%on without the need for addi%onal ar%ficial

disinfectants on the market.

In Children: From the %me our children start at day-care or school they are exposed to so many different colds and flu,

bacterial and fungal infec%ons. We don’t always want to keep them “clean” by using expensive and harsh disinfectants in

the house, so a simple solu%on is to have a salt bath every day and this can help rid the body of germs. Be sure to wash

the face, nose, ears and hands well with the salt water. Some nega%ves to “modern” household disinfectants and soaps

is that they don’t just kill the bad germs; they also kill the good germs which opens them up to being a target for

infec%on.

In Pregnancy: Post natural delivery – especially in the case of a tear or episiotomy, a salt bath can be enough to ensure

the wound stays clean and free from infec%on.

In Adults: Alleviates headaches and migraines

Improves insomnia

Good for diabetes, kidney stones, kidney func%on, cholesterol and heart condi%ons

Hugely benefits arthri%s, osteoporosis and gout.

In Children: Magnesium supports brain development

Reduces hyper-ac%vity

Improves sleep pa( erns

Alleviates symptoms associated with teething

In Pregnancy: Helps reduce the risk of pre-term labour and pre-eclampsia

Reduces the aches and pains of Braxton hicks and contrac%ons

Helps mom with absorp%on of Calcium and Folic Acid

con#nued...

BENEFITS OF MAGNESIUM
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WHAT MAKES KIDDY-CALM

& MAI-THAIM SO UNIQUE
The Therific Naturals range of baths salts have the primary ingredient of Magnesium Sulphate. Added to this we have a

fragrance, colour and bubbles so that the bath salts turn into a fun and enjoyable bubble bath for both children and

adults.

We have taken care to use ingredients that are not harmful to

us and that won’t contradict the health benefits of the bath salts.

THE INGREDIENTS

Magnesium Sulphate:

More commonly know as Epsom Salt was first discovered in a town called Epsom and hence this is where the name

comes from. It is however, found in all parts of the world and should be more accurately referred to as Magnesium

Sulphate.

Colourant:

We use a natural food colouring derived from food extract. There are no known chemicals or addi%ves that are harmful

to us. The only addi%ve in the colour is Corn Flour which is used as a thickener.

Fragrance:

We DO NOT use Essen%al Oils - instead we use FRAGRANCE OILS. Our target market being moms, baby’s, kids and

people with sensi%ve skin are not able to use essen%al oils due to their pure concentra%on of plant extract. Perfume oils

are derived from different forms of plant extracts and are then mixed with various other ingredients such as oils to

enhance and change the way we interpret their fragrance. The perfumes are ALL alcohol FREE and are also Paraben

FREE.

Bubbles:

We use SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate ). For years this has been a controversial ingredient in the cosme%c range as it was

believed to have a long list of side effects. This has since been ruled our if the product is used in the correct manner and

dosage.

Why use Therific Naturals Bath Salts instead of plain

Magnesium Sulphate?

It’s Simple...

Kids perceive plain Magnesium Sulphate to be a “medicine bath”!

Providing bubbles and colour and fragrance turns a boring bath

into a fun BUBBLE BATH, filled with benefits!

Plain Magnesium Sulphate can be very drying on the skin. Adding baby oil to the bath lubricates the skin and

prevents absorp#on, can make the bath slippery and dangerious, leave a dirt ring and hair cant be washed. The

ingredients we use helps to so*en the water and reduce drying and therefore the need for oils and creams a*er the

bath is not necessary.

9



PRODUCT & BRAND KNOWLEDGE
There are 5 product brands in our range!

Kiddy-Calm Mai-Thaim Pure-Thaim Thula-Thula Daiquiri
Bubbles

Colour

Fragrance

Bubbles

Colour

Fragrance

NO Bubbles

NO Colour

Fragrance

Bubbles

Colour

Fragrance

Petals

Colour

Fragrance

9

Cream Soda

Blue Berry Pop

Marshmallow

Raspberry

Star Dust

Apple

Mens

Passion Fruit

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

2.5kg Tub Rescue Bubbles NO Bubbles

Pomegranate

Breeze

White Pear

Young-Berri

ü

üü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Pomegranate ü ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

2.5kg Refill

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

1kg Elite

Protea & Fynbos

Honey & Rooibos

Babobab & Marula

Moerkoffie & Melktert

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

*

*

*

* Thula-Petit is a 500g elite fabric back available in limited quantities from time to time.
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Kiddy-Calm is our signature brand and carries a beau%ful story of where this all began. Targe%ng kids, this range is

brightly coloured, sweetly fragranced and is a full on bubble bath. Although we encourage Pure-Thaim from birth, we

are comfortable to say the Kiddy-Calm range is safe for all ages and skin types.

Please remember: the colouring used is derived from natural extract and will fade when exposed to heat and light. Its

always best to store your salt in a dry, cool cupboard.

Both the tubs and refills each come with a scoop inside. This scoop is vital for knowing the correct dosage based on age.

Clear direc%ons are on labels.

Available in:  2.5kg Tub  -  2.5kg Refill  -  Rescue Pack  -  14 Day Trial Packs

Cream Soda

Star Dust

Blue Berry Pop

Marshmallow

Raspberry

For best results, please add the bath salt to HOT running water to ensure the granules dissolve properly. Recommended

bath %me is 15 - 20min for op%mal absorp%on %me.

0-6 weeks ( Newborn ) 1/2 a scoop in a baby bath

7 - 12 weeks: 1 scoop in a baby bath

3 - 6 months: 2 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath

6 - 12 months: 2 - 4 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath

1 year +: 4 - 6 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath for 3 - 4 days.

Slowly reduce daily un%l you can con%nue to see results on around 2 scoops.

Results may vary from child to child:

Rather use more salt in the beginning un%l you see results and then slowly reduce un%l you can maintain results at 2

scoops per day.

Best used every day, long term, as this helps to maintain good Magnesium and Sulphate levels in the body.

When in doubt, use more and soak longer!

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
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Mai-Thaim was created a,er moms asked for some of their own “my %me” to relax. Targe%ng adults this range is subtly

coloured, gently fragranced and is a full on bubble bath. We are comfortable to say the Mai-Thaim range is safe for all

ages and skin types.

Please remember: the colouring used is derived from natural extract and will fade when exposed to heat and light. Its

always best to store your salt in a dry, cool cupboard.

Both the box and refills each come with a scoop inside. This scoop is vital for knowing the correct dosage based on age.

Clear direc%ons are on labels.

Available in:  1.5kg Box -  2.5kg Refill  -  Rescue Pack  -  14 Day Trial Packs

For best results, please add the bath salt to HOT running water to ensure the granules dissolve properly. Recommended

bath %me is 15 - 20min for op%mal absorp%on %me.

For adults it is recommended that you use 6 - 8 scoops when needed. ( headache, insomnia, stress ) If used daily, you can

use around 4 - 6 scoops per bath. One can achieve the same results if used in foot spa / bowl. Use the dosage assame

you would in a bath, make sure the water is as hot as possible and soak for as long as possible.

Results may vary from person to person:

Rather use more salt in the beginning un%l you see results and then slowly reduce un%l you can maintain results at 4

scoops per day.

Best used every day, long term, as this helps to maintain good Magnesium and Sulphate levels in the body.

When in doubt, use more and soak longer!

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Apple

Passion Fruit

Pomegranate

For Men

Cherry Menthol
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Pure-Thaim is our gentle brand and is encourage for use in late pregnancy, post labour, new borns and those with

sensi%ve skin. The range is white with no colournig used, is gently fragranced and does NOT turn into a bubble bath..

Pure-Thaim is safe for all ages and skin types.

Please remember: Its always best to store your salt in a dry, cool cupboard.

Both the tubs and refills each come with a scoop inside. This scoop is vital for knowing the correct dosage based on age.

Clear direc%ons are on labels.

Available in:  2.5kg Tub  -  2.5kg Refill  -  Rescue Pack

For best results, please add the bath salt to HOT running water to ensure the granules dissolve properly. Recommended

bath %me is 15 - 20min for op%mal absorp%on %me.

0-6 weeks ( Newborn ) 1/2 a scoop in a baby bath

7 - 12 weeks: 1 scoop in a baby bath

3 - 6 months: 2 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath

6 - 12 months: 2 - 4 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath

1 year +: 4 - 6 scoops in 1/2 a standard bath for 3 - 4 days.

Slowly reduce daily un%l you can con%nue to see results on around 2 scoops.

Results may vary from child to child:

Rather use more salt in the beginning un%l you see results and then slowly reduce un%l you can maintain results at 2

scoops per day.

Best used every day, long term, as this helps to maintain good Magnesium and Sulphate levels in the body.

When in doubt, use more and soak longer!

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

White Pear

Breeze

Young-Berri
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Thula-Thula is our South African inspired range of bubble bath salts. Elegantly packaged in handmade, printed fabric

bags and sealed with a tag. This range is ideal for tourists, guest lodges and curio shops or even as unique gi,s for special

occasions.

The Protea & Fynbos and Roiibos & Honey are infused with crushed petals and tea leaves. The Moerkoffie & Melktert is

infused with coffee granules as well as a few coffee beans. The Baobab & Marula is “clean”.

Please remember: the colouring used is derived from natural extract and will fade when exposed to heat and light. Its

always best to store your salt in a dry, cool cupboard.

There is no scoop inside. Each bag is sufficient for 4 generous baths and has a printed measure guide on the side of bag.

Available in:  1kg Printed fabric bag (natural co' on seed bag)

For best results, please add the bath salt to HOT running water to ensure the granules dissolve properly. Recommended

bath %me is 15 - 20min for op%mal absorp%on %me.

Dosage guidelines are printed on the side of the bag. Each bag is sufficient for 4 baths.

Results may vary from person to person:

Rather use more salt in the beginning un%l you see results and then slowly reduce un%l you can maintain results at 4

scoops per day.

Best used every day, long term, as this helps to maintain good Magnesium and Sulphate levels in the body.

When in doubt, use more and soak longer!

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Protea & Fynbos

Baobab & Marula

Rooibos & Honey

Moerkoffie & Melktert
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ICED DAIQUIRI FOOT TREATMENT

The Iced Daiquiri Foot Treatment is pure indulgence at its best.

This is a two part foot treatment that starts off as a gel, helping to so,en the skin and s%mulate blood circula%on,

followed by a water treatment with the benefits of Magnesium Sulphate.

Available in two fragrances: Cranberry Burst and Hot Ice.

The Daiquiri Foot Treatment can be used with either hot water ( soothing and relieving ) or cold water ( s%mula%ng and

invigora%ng ).

Each sachet is a single dose treatment.

The Daiquiri Foot Treatment is deemed safe in pregnancy.

Available in single use sachets

or

in Salon size packaging (33 treatments)
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30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

R1320

R2640

R3960

R5280

R19800

R924

R1716

R2376

R2904

R9900

Retail Discount Cost

-

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=

=

< 10  kg

20  kg

40  kg

80  kg

60  kg

300kg

CollectWeight Cape Town Main Ci#es Outlying

R -

R -

R -

R -

R -

R -

R120

R175

R285

R400

R500

POR

R200

R120

R300

R430

R575

POR

R 85

R115

R145

R175

R205

R535

Discount Levels Es#mated Delivery Fees

2.5kg

Tub

2.5kg

Refill

14 Day

Trial

Daiquiri

Rescue

1.5kg

Box

Product
Minimum

Retail

Suggested

Retail

Maximum

Retail

R175

R155

R155

R  40

R  15

R130

R190

R165

R175

R  40

R  18

R140

R200

R185

R185

R40

R20

R150

2.5kg

Tub

2.5kg

Refill

14 Day

Trial

Daiquiri

Rescue

1.5kg

Box

Product 30% 35%

R133.00 R123.00 R114.00 R  95.00

R115.50 R107.25 R 99.00 R  82.50

R122.50 R113.75 R105.00 R  87.50

R  28.00 R  26.00 R  24.00 R  20.00

R  12.60 R   11.70 R    10.80 R   9.00

R  98.00 R  91.00 R  84.00 R  70.00

R104.50

R  90.75

R  96.25

R  22.00

R   9.90

R  77.00

40% 45% 50%

Retail Pricing Wholesale Pricing

Please note:  The above figures are subject to change without no"ce!

Updated 28 Jan 2019

COSTING GUIDELINES
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Please note: These are ESTIMATED prices only and are subject to daily
fluctuation and change without notice.


